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The truth, or better yet, the stats do not lie. In golf, distance matters.
There is a direct correlation between the average driving distance of a
golfer and their handicap.
 
Now, I know some of you may be thinking..."the farther I hit it, the farther
offline and deeper into the woods I'll be!" Well, not necessarily true.
Adding distance does not equal accuracy loss. This is especially the case
for our eight different distance keys we are going to go over with you. You
can hit it farther AND as straight as you do now.  In some cases, the
following distance keys can have you hitting it even straighter than you
do now. Either way, none of these distance keys will make you less
accurate.
 
We have focused on only non-mechanical distance keys for a reason.
These are the easiest ways to gain distance. Not that they do not take
work...they do. However, unlike working on your swing, these distance
gaining strategies are guaranteed to work if there is some speed or
distance to be gained and you put the work in.

Enjoy the strategies to follow and remember hitting it farther off the tee is
not only better for your scores...it is more fun too!

Thanks and good luck!
Matt Snyder

THE TRUTH

ABOUT
DISTANCE
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While it does take some time, working on your mobility is an easy way to gain some
extra distance.  A lot of golfers have mobility l imitations. Whether it is in the
shoulders, back area, hips or somewhere else, these limitations usually lead to a
shortened backswing.  Getting a full backswing can add significant speed to all
your clubs.  On top of the length of the swing, mobility l imitations can also lead to
compensations within the swing.  Many of these compensations, as most are due to
trying to move past our l imited range of motion, throw us out of sequence or
balance and lead to poor ball striking.  So, while these compensations may help us
swing faster, they usually result in less ball speed and thus shorter and more errant
shots.

INCREASE YOUR MOBILITY
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DISTANCE KEY #1

POTENTIAL DISTANCE GAINS: 5 to 15+ yards 

It may seem obvious, but for those of you who do not currently l ift weights or work
on moving your body fast, there are some really easy gains to be had when it
comes to speed. Part of this is due to building muscle and working on your fast
twitch muscle fibers.  However, in the beginning a good part of this is from a
neuromuscular adaptation that those new to lifting and moving fast receive.
Neuromuscular adaptation has to do with how the brain interacts with the muscles.
When you first begin strength and speed training, the signals from the brain to your
muscles is weak.  As you train, this signal from the brain to the muscles begins to
change and adapt.  The more you train, the more the signal improves and the better
the brain and muscles communicate and work together.  As you start to train more,
this communication allows your muscle fibers to begin to work more as a team. This
synchronization leads to quick strength and speed gains, even if you do not build
any new muscle, which takes many weeks to do.  Strength training will also help
with fatigue on the course.  Not only will you swing faster, you'll take that speed
with you farther into the round. Make strength and speed training a part of your l ife
and you will see results on and off the course.

INCREASE YOUR STRENGTH AND SPEED
DISTANCE KEY #2

POTENTIAL DISTANCE GAINS: 5 to 15+ yards 



Golf is an explosive sport in which the body moves very quickly in a short period of time.  We
need our muscles and central nervous system warmed up and ready to go so we can use it more
efficiently and prevent injury.  Not just any warmup will do either, as the type of warmup matters
as well.  When most golfers think of a warmup, they think of what is known as static stretching.  As
a visual, think of static stretching as the bend and hold type of stretching.  For example, a forward
bend where you try to touch your toes and stretch your hamstrings.  That is a static stretch.
Studies have shown that this type of stretching has a negative effect on your power input, even
hours after stretching.  When warming up for golf, we want to go through what is known as a
“dynamic” warmup.  This type of warmup involves movement through normal ranges of motion
and the “warming up” of the muscles.  As an example, think of arm circles and lunges or squats as
parts of a dynamic warmup.  While body weight alone is great in a dynamic warmup, you can
increase the results even further by adding a little bit of resistance in the form of bands.  A
dynamic warmup does not have to be super long either, five minutes is all you really need…then
go back to blasting some drivers!

DO A PRE-ROUND WARMUP
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DISTANCE KEY #3

POTENTIAL DISTANCE GAINS: 4 to 5 yards 

This one might seem obvious to most, but it is amazing how many people just buy clubs off the
rack and do not get fitted.  Most golf shops and fitters include the price or almost eliminate the
fitting fee completely if you buy whatever you get fitted for, so there really is zero reason not to
get fit anytime you buy a new club(s).  With over 100 driver shaft options alone, do you really think
you should guess?  One fitting spec most golfers constantly misjudge is driver loft.  Unless you
know your angle of attack, you are playing a guessing game at best trying to figure out what loft
to play.  Most amateur golfers tend to think that playing a driver with more loft is the way to go, as
it gets the ball in the air.  The truth is, it may be costing you distance, not adding it.  The same
holds true for irons.  Not looking to purchase more clubs? Get retrofitted.  You might find that a
different shaft or some easy adjustments, like loft and lie angle, might make a huge difference.
With so many brands and numerous options, get the data and make an informed decision!

GET FITTED OR RETROFITTED FOR CLUBS
DISTANCE KEY #4

POTENTIAL DISTANCE GAINS: 5 to 20+ yards 



Think the ball you play does not matter much when it comes to distance?  A 2019
MYGOLFSPY study proved that it does.  In their study, they found there were large
distance gaps between the shortest and longest balls. These distance gaps went up
to 7 yards in slower swing speeds (85 mph) and close to 18 yards in higher swing
speeds (115 mph).  That is a club or more!  One thing to keep in mind, do not judge
a ball by its marketing.  All that really matters are the numbers.  You might be
surprised to know that in the MYGOLFSPY study, they found the Titleist ProV1x was
the longest at low swing speeds (85 mph) and for the higher swing speed (115 mph)
the Snell MTB-X was longest by about 4 yards.  Get fitted for a ball and find the
perfect balance of distance and feel.  Also, your swing speed and balls can change
from year to year so it might be worth it to check your ball distances every year.
One other thing to note: don't be scared of used golf balls.  A study done by
Practical Golf's Jon Sherman showed virtually zero change in ball speeds and other
performance factors. So, save some money AND play the ball that's right for you.

GET FITTED FOR YOUR GOLF BALL
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DISTANCE KEY #5

POTENTIAL DISTANCE GAINS: 0 to 18 yards 

A not so obvious one here, but your golf shoes can make a huge difference in not
only swing speed, but smash factor and accuracy.  There is a good chance you are
not only in the wrong size shoe, but the wrong type of shoe.  One of the key’s to
being able to generate swing speed is stability.  Footjoy conducted a study a few
years back and found that 70% of golfers were in the wrong size shoe.  Whether it
was a shoe that was too narrow, too wide, or to long or short, what we know is that
the right fit gives you more stability and the ability to use the ground in a more
efficient way. 

Outside of a shoe that does not fit ,  we must look at what is surely to be debated,
spiked or spikeless.

CHECK YOUR GOLF SHOES
DISTANCE KEY #6

POTENTIAL DISTANCE GAINS: 2 to 10+ yards 

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -



In a study conducted recently by PrideSports at the Pinehurst Resort, they looked at the effect of
spiked and spikeless golf shoes on a few different stats.  This study found that swing speeds
mostly stayed the same, regardless of the type of shoe.  However, they did find that spiked shoes
resulted in a higher smash factor.  For those who do not know, smash factor is the ball speed
divided by clubhead speed and in general refers to the quality of the strike. The Pinehurst study
found that on average, lower handicap golfers picked up 2.6 yards with their driver and higher
handicappers picked up 6 yards on average with their driver shots.  

Going back to the Footjoy study for a second, during this study they also found that golfers
generally fall into three camps when it comes to golf shoe platforms and the spiked or spikeless
debate.  Footjoy found, that on average, golfers were able to gain 3 mph in swing speed by
finding the right platform.  One third of the golfers studied gained more speed with a spiked golf
shoe, a third found more speed with a spikeless shoe, and the final third were found to get by with
either.

- CONTINUED FROM ABOVE -
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One of the newest and fastest ways to gain swing speed and distance is with overspeed training.
Overspeed training relies on challenging and resetting the neuromuscular reaction speed of a
given motor pattern, in this case, the golf swing.  Put simply, overspeed training is a way of
retraining the body to make a golf swing at a faster speed.  By training with a club at a weight less
than that of a standard driver, you train yourself to swing faster.  Just think, the heavier something
is, the slower your body will move when trying to move it.  Likewise, the lighter something is, the
faster your body will be able to move it.  By doing a set amount of reps, alongside a specific goal
weight and with various exercises, you can reset the reaction speed of your golf swing and train
yourself to swing faster permanently.  This type of training is great because it only takes 15
minutes a few times a week.  Most golfers can expect to gain anywhere from 5-10 mph of swing
speed with there driver and about half that or a little less with their irons.  This equates to
anywhere from 12-25 yards of added carry distance with your driver.  We may be biased, but our
Launch Code™ Overspeed Trainer is the best on the market.  Check it out HERE and use CODE:
DISTANCEKEY for 10% off your order.

OVERSPEED TRAINING
DISTANCE KEY #7

POTENTIAL DISTANCE GAINS: 12 to 25+ yards 

https://www.launchcodegolf.com/products/launch-code-swing-speed-trainer?variant=33621417656457


A common swing myth held by far too many golfers is that a slow and controlled backswing will
lead to more accuracy.  Wrong!  All it leads to is just LESS DISTANCE.  You read that correct, you
are not hitting it more accurately with a more controlled backswing, just shorter. There are a
couple of reasons for this.

Over time, it has been found that the best golfers in the world all share a similar trait when it
comes to their swing…tempo.  When we talk about tempo, what we’re talking about is the ratio of
time it takes to go from the start of the swing to the top of the backswing and then from the top of
the backswing to impact.  Most good golfers, either amateur or professional, will typically fall into
a ratio somewhere around 3 to 1.  So, for a swing that takes one second, that would be .75 seconds
in the backswing and .25 seconds in the downswing.  Now, it could be 2.8 to 1, could be 3.2 to 1,
but 3 to 1 is average for a full swing.  A lot of amateur golfers will fall into more of a 4 to 1 average.  
This higher ratio leads to the body being less efficient and out of sync, which leads to less speed
and power.  By increasing the backswing speed by just a little bit, we can allow our body to move
more instinctually which will free up speed while increasing efficiency.

Another way a more controlled and slow backswing hurts distance, is that speed in the backswing
helps immensely when trying to increase speed in the downswing.  It's a simple application of
science.  The more speed we apply to the backswing, the more force we will put on the hands at
the top of the backswing.  The more force, the more work the hands must do and the faster they
move back into the downswing.  It is a bit like jumping.  A lot of athletes that train to jump higher
will jump from a slightly higher elevation.  This elevation allows them to put more force into the
ground, which in turn allows them to jump higher.

We believe in tempo training so much, we created a simple app for golfers to use.  Training is
quick and can be done anywhere you can swing a golf club.  The app can be used to find and
engrain something close to your current tempo and can also be used to increase swing speed by
training to a slightly faster tempo.  Check out the details HERE.  The Launch Code™ Tempo
Training App is available on both the Apple Store and Google Play.

FIND YOUR TEMPO
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DISTANCE KEY #8

POTENTIAL DISTANCE GAINS: 5 to 10+ yards 

https://www.launchcodegolf.com/pages/tempo-training
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RESOURCES
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AND COMPANIES WE

RECOMMEND



There are numerous online programs or apps you can use to increase your mobility, speed, and
strength.  Many of these programs will include a little of all three. Others focus on only one or two.  
There is no wrong choice on how to do it.  However, when it comes to selecting one, the number
one thing to keep in mind is the providers credentials.  Are they a doctor, personal trainer, etc.?
Make sure they have some credentials and always look for reviews.

There are a ton of app based/online programs you can use that will help you become more
mobile.  One of the best out there is called The Ready State.  It's not geared towards any type of
athlete specifically.  That doesn't mean it's not for golfers. Most that are geared or marketed
towards golfers don't add anything in value more than explaining the connection between a golf
swing and mobility limitations. The body doesn't know what sport or activity you're doing. It moves
through its range of motion all the same and a program aimed at general mobility is just fine for
golf.  The Ready State program is easy to use, can be customized  for your specific mobility
issues, and is affordable.  Check out their program HERE to get a 14 day free trial.

One of our favorite programs is one we recommend for any golfer and it includes mobility AND
strength/speed training.  We're talking about the Trainfuly 12-week program.  This program will
work on mobility issues and strength/speed during the 12 weeks.  You'll come out the other side
more mobile, stronger and faster.  This is a great program to pair with overspeed training or if you
are struggling with strength and mobility, to go through prior to overspeed training.  Check
Trainfuly out HERE.

If you prefer training in person, utilize the directory at MYTPI.  TPI stands for the Titleist
Performance Institute.  They are the premier training organization for golf fitness.  Their directory
will show you every TPI certified individual in your area.  With the TPI certification, you know you
can trust the providers credentials and that they know what they're doing.

Cost is probably a factor for most of you as well.  Online and app delivered programs will
definitely be cheaper and in person training will be more expensive.  Take into account your
needs and current mobility and fitness status.  Are you fairly mobile without a history of injury? Try
something on your own.  Have injury issues currently or in the past?  In person may be the way to
go.  Same with strength and speed. Have some experience?  Go it alone. No clue what you're
doing?  That's ok, see a trainer in person.  

INCREASE YOUR MOBILITY AND STRENGTH/SPEED
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DISTANCE KEY'S #1 AND #2

https://thereadystate.com/trial?rfsn=4830411.4575f7
http://trainfuly.com/?ref=20
https://www.mytpi.com/experts


The easiest way to get an extra five yards...warmup properly before playing.  You could create
your own, find a random one through a google search, or follow the one we've created for our
Launch Code™ Overspeed Trainer users.  Find our warmup HERE  

If you want to take it to the next level, buy some exercise bands and follow this WARMUP.  The
banded warmup is about a third of the way down the page and begins with crab walks.  

As far as training bands, you can find a couple different types of bands on Amazon.

These bands are closed (they are a circle shape) and good for leg exercises.  Click HERE.

These bands are open and better suited for upper body excercises.  Click HERE

DO A PRE-ROUND WARMUP
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DISTANCE KEY #3

There are numerous ways you can go with this one, but the one MUST is this.....go somewhere to
get properly fitted.  Don't try to figure it out yourself.  You'll be guessing, not assessing.  We've
included some of our favorite companies below.  Some offer free fitting's if you purchase a club or
shaft.  Some charge a fitting fee no matter what.  The easiest spot to gain distance is usually with
your driver.  It's a great starting point and will allow you to get some good return for the
investment.  Or, dive right in and get fit for everything!  Whatever you can afford, it'll be worth it.

Whatever fitter you decide to use, tell them Launch Code™ Golf sent you!

Club Champion - https://clubchampiongolf.com/
True Spec Golf - https://www.truespecgolf.com/
Golftec - https://www.golftec.com/golf-clubs/golf-club-fitting
Golf Galaxy - https://www.golfgalaxy.com/s/custom-golf-club-fitting-services

GET FITTED OR RETROFITTED FOR CLUBS
DISTANCE KEY #4

https://www.launchcodegolf.com/pages/adult-training-program
https://www.mytpi.com/en/articles/fitness/the_science_behind_a_golf_warm_up
https://amzn.to/3nTecv3
https://amzn.to/3lKOkQ2
https://clubchampiongolf.com/
https://www.truespecgolf.com/
https://www.golftec.com/golf-clubs/golf-club-fitting
https://www.golfgalaxy.com/s/custom-golf-club-fitting-services


Just l ike getting fitted for clubs, don't guess, get assessed!  When getting tested,
don't just look at driver numbers.  Hit all your clubs, including your putter.  Doing so
will allow you to make the best decision, not just for distance, but for feel as well.  
 You may be stuck with a couple of balls that add some distance, but one feels
better than another with the putter or pitching.  Know what you want out of your
ball outside of distance and you'll be well on your way to getting the most bang for
your buck and ball .

PGA Tour Superstore - https://www.pgatoursuperstore.com/
Golf Galaxy - https://www.golfgalaxy.com/

GET FITTED FOR YOUR GOLF BALL
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DISTANCE KEY #5

If you're lucky, you might get two years out of a good pair of golf shoes.  Maybe
more if you play less or have a couple pairs you rotate in and out.  Golf shoes are
crucial to your game and comfort, so make an invested effort in getting the right
ones for your feet.  On top of the shoes, consider adding an insert as well.   Golf
shoes are made with a "general" type of foot in mind and more than likely, not your
foot.  Upgrade your fitted shoes with an insole that works for your goals and arch
size.  Doing so will give you even more comfort and increase your performance.

When it comes to finding the best deals on shoes, we like to use Worldwide Golf
Shops.  They've always got great deals.  Check out Worldwide Golf Shops HERE .
However, when possible, always go into a physical store to try shoes on before you
buy!  You probably won't find the best prices, but you can spend an hour trying on
different shoes and sizes to find the right one and then comparison shop online and
at TGW.

When it comes to inserts, we love ALINE's Cushion insert, but they have other's as
well.   Check them all out HERE.

CHECK YOUR GOLF SHOES
DISTANCE KEY #6

https://www.pgatoursuperstore.com/lessons-services-fittings-ball/
https://www.golfgalaxy.com/s/golf-ball-fitting
https://www.anrdoezrs.net/click-100256335-11085816
http://shrsl.com/1j9i4-1oed-ooid


Overspeed training is one of the fastest and dare I say easiest ways to gain distance off the tee
and with your irons.  Easy in the fact that it only takes roughly 15 minutes, two to three days a
week.  That's a pretty small investment for what could be swing speed gains of 10 mph or more
and up to 25-30 yards of distance with your driver.

Of course, we're partial to our very own Launch Code Overspeed Trainer product.  We've
designed it to be used with your own driver shaft and grip, in essence giving you custom training
to your very own specs.  There's no other overspeed training aids like it!  Check it out HERE and
use  code DISTANCEKEY for 10% of your order.

OVERSPEED TRAINING
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DISTANCE KEY #7

Tempo training is a great non-technical way to work on your swing.  Tempo training can help you
shorten up a long backswing.  It can help you increase your swing efficiency.  It can help you to
increase your swing speed, centeredness of strike, and increase your distance.  One of the great
things about tempo training is that you can really do it anywhere you can swing a club.  Now, we
do want to use it hitting balls as well, but that doesn't have to be the case all of the time.

Once again, we're partial here.  We've created the Launch Code Tempo Training app and given
you the most common full swing tempos found in the game of golf.  Tempos shared by the greats
like Jack Nicklaus, Tiger Woods, and Ben Hogan.  Tempo training can change your game in ways
you didn't think were possible and all without having to buy a phsyical training aid.  Check out the
Launch Code Tempo Training app on the Apple App Store and Google Play below.

Apple App Store - CLICK TO VISIT
Google Play Store - CLICK TO VISIT

FIND YOUR TEMPO
DISTANCE KEY #8

https://www.launchcodegolf.com/products/launch-code-swing-speed-trainer?variant=33621417656457
https://www.launchcodegolf.com/products/launch-code-swing-speed-trainer?variant=33621417656457
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/id1531827925
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dartdroid.lunchcode


So, where are we at after all of this?  

Well, if you took all these distance keys and put them into action, you could
possibly gain anywhere from 38 to 75 yards on your driver on top of adding
some distance to your irons as well.  All without touching your golf swing!  I
know, it sounds crazy, but read through each one of these actions again.
They are all supported by research.  

Now, will your gains be within the averages?  Who knows, but they very well
might be.  Many of these you may already be doing and some you may have
never thought of.  So, where should you start?  Well, really that is up to you.  

Investing in your strength and mobility is always a great ideal and will have
impacts on your overall health outside of golf as well.  Tempo and
overspeed training are easy to implement into your golf training as they do
not take a lot of time to complete.  However, if you are struggling with
mobility or strength, I would focus on both of them prior to overspeed
training.  When it comes to clubs and shoes, just wait until your ready for
some new ones. Or get your current clubs retrofitted .  The easiest one to
implement right of the bat is a pre-golf warmup.  Whether practice or play, it
will pay immediate dividends.  

Take your time and implement some or all of these over the next year or
two. Track your speed gains and scores as you go.  You WILL see
improvement as you increase your speed and distance and all without
working on your swing mechanics.

NOW IT 'S  T IME

TO TAKE
ACTION
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